
Thank you for choosing  the Amplifix from Swedish Audio
Technology and Bladelius Design Group.

The Amplifix is a quality product that will serve your musical
needs for many years to come.

Just remember that the Amplifix needs 8 weeks of burning-in
time before it will perform at its maximum.

Enjoy!

Swedish Audio Technology



S.A.T. Amplifix

It is possible to operate the Amplifix with or without remote control. The following
instructions will tell you how.

How to operate the Amplifix without a remote control:

When the power cord is connected to the Amplifix , the Amplifix will lighten up its
display and after that go into standby mode. To activate the Amplifix, just press the
“Dim/Standby” button for two seconds. To bring the Amplifix into Standby mode, just
press the “Dim/Standby” button again for two seconds.

With  the multifunction control you can operate not only the volume but also balance
and input sensitivity. In normal mode it works as a volume control but by pressing the
“Source” button for 2 seconds, You can adjust the input sensitivity for the chosen
input. The Amplifix will store the selected input level after 7 seconds and go back to
normal mode after that.

To adjust the balance you push the “Dim/standby”- and “Source” –button for two
seconds simultaneously. Then adjust the balance by operate the multifunction
control. The Amplifix will store the selected balance after 7 seconds and go back to
normal mode after that.

If you would like to use the “Mute” function, simultaneously quickly press the
“Dim/Standby” - and “Source” button. The sound will mute and two horizontal lines
will show in the display. To deactivate the “Mute” function, just repeat the procedure.

There are some functions you can’t operate without the remote control

The Amplifix is equipped with a “Surround Processor” mode. This gives you the
possibility to use it as a front channel amplifier in a combined Home Theater/ Music
system. Connect the surround processor to the input labeled “Tape In”. By
simultaneously pressing the two “Source” buttons on the remote for 3 seconds, the
display will show “SP”, and the “Tape In” input is activated.

Warning! By doing this, the preamplifier section in the Amplifix is bypassed. This
means that if you execute this procedure with another signal source than a surround
processor connected to the “Tape In”  input, full output will be the result.

To deactivate the “Surround Processor” mode, just simultaneously press the two
“Source” buttons for 3 seconds.

The “Tape” mode is primarily intended for use with equalizer and room correction
units.

You activate this mode by pushing “mode” for 3 seconds.
Connect your room correction units etc. to the “Tape in”, “Tape out” connections.

To deactivate the “ Tape” mode press “mode” for 3 seconds



By pushing the “menu” button on the remote control once, the display on the Amplifix
will start flashing. That means that you are in “balance control” mode.
To adjust balance, push “vol+” or “ vol-“. The Amplifix will store the selected balance
after 7 seconds and go back to normal mode after that.

By pushing the “menu” button on the remote control twice, the input selection starts
flashing. You  are now in “input sensitivity mode”. To adjust input sensitivity
for the selected input (flashing), push “vol+” or “vol-“.
The Amplifix will store the selected balance after 7 seconds and go back to normal
mode after that.

Technical Specifications:

• 2x115W in 8W < 0.1 % distortion
• Frequency range DC-100 kHz + 1dB
• Input impedance 50KW
• 900VA custom made, special core transformer
• 120.000 mF of custom made RIFA capacitors with extreme low ESR.
• +32A current capacity
• J-FET Single-ended coupled input stage
• High power MOSFET output devices
• Dimensions 430Wx435Dx120H (mm)
• Weight 18 KG

All operational features, functions and specifications are subject to change without notification.

Designed and manufactured in Sweden by Bladelius Design Group
Tel: +46-(0)322-52551 Fax: +46-(0)322-52552 E-mail: info@bladelius.com
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